Add some text
•
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Learn how to add paragraph text to your
web page.
10 mins

1. Get started
Click the rubbish bin to clear your page.

2. New headline
In the “Text” box of the Block Box, notice that each of
the blocks is labelled <h1> through to <h6>. The “h”
means it’s a headline.
You can drag an <h1> block into the Code Area. All
blocks must be between <body> and </body>. If you
try to drag it outside of the body blocks, it won’t stick.

3. Paragraphs
Also in the text section of the block box is a <p> block.
“p” means it’s a paragraph. Drag it into your Code Area.
You can drag it above or below the <h1> block, and
even swap them over by dragging one above or below
the other.
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4. Adding text
Drag a white text box into your <p> tag. Click it to edit
the text then press the green tick when finished.
Note that if you’ve entered text which is too long for the
block, it will cut the end off. Don’t worry, it’s still there
(as you can see in the output window).

5. Adding more text
The <p> block in the Code Area is much bigger than
the content block. This is so you can add more text
blocks into the same paragraph.
Drag another content block into the paragraph and edit
it.

6. Another paragraph
There’s no limit to how many text blocks you can add.
But, just like a book, paragraphs should not be too
long. Drag a new paragraph block into the Code Area,
and add another text block.

7. Add a subheadline
Let’s separate the two paragraphs with a subheadline.
We already have a main headline at the top of the page
(<h1>), so we can use a smaller headline as the sub
headline.
Drag an <h2> block and drop it between the paragraph
blocks. Now drag a text block onto it and edit the text.
Why not try making a new page about your friends,
pets, favourite foods or a band.

Well done!

